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Introduction

• Between April and August in 1998, the rand depreciated by 28%
against the USD

• Short-term interest rates increased in SA by 700 basis points, while
the local stock market and GDP declined

• In 2001 the rand depreciated by 26% against the USD between
September and December

• Interest rates were relatively stable in SA, while the local stock
market and GDP increased

• Hence, these particular movements in the exchange rate may be
difficult to describe
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Introduction

• What drives changes in relative currency valuations, and can we
predict their direction and magnitude?

• Everybody knows that ‘explanation’ and ‘prediction’ are not
necessarily related

• Some would say that we can make accurate predictions:
• Financial institutions devote substantial resources to producing

forecasts for their clients
• Forecasting firms successfully market currency forecasts

• However, economic models often fail to explain exchange rate
movements after the fact
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Introduction

• But even if these forecasts are poor, are they nevertheless
desirable?

• Corporations forecast currency to quantifying foreign exchange risk,
set prices for their products in foreign markets, value foreign
projects, develop international operational strategies, and manage
working capital across countries

• International portfolio managers use exchange rate forecasts to
evaluate the desirability of investing in particular foreign equity and
bond markets and whether to hedge the associated currency risks
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Parity Conditions and Exchange Rate Forecasting

• Covered interest rate parity (CIRP) links forward rates, spot rates,
and interest rate differentials

• Uncovered interest rate parity (UIRP) links expected exchange rate
changes and interest rate differentials

• Unbiasedness hypothesis links forward rates and expected future
exchange rates

• Purchasing power parity (PPP) links inflation rates and rates of
change of exchange rates

• Could all the parity conditions together lead to a world in which
currency forecasting is not necessary?
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Parity Conditions and Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Fisher Hypothesis

• If the 1-year rand interest rate is 3% then you’d want to know how
prices evolve over the year before investing

• If prices increase by more than 3%, your purchasing power is lower
and you realize a negative real return

• If Pt denotes the South African price level at time t, R1
Pt

is the
purchasing power of 1 rand

• If you invest R1 you sacrifice R1
Pt

real goods now

• After 1 year you get back 1+i
Pt+1

in real goods
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Parity Conditions and Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Fisher Hypothesis

• We denote ex post real return rep by dividing the real amount you
get back by the real amount that you invest:

1 + rep =

(
1+i
Pt+1

)
(

1
Pt

) =
(1 + i)(
Pt+1

Pt

) =
1 + i

1 + π

or

rep =
(1 + i)

(1 + π)
− (1 + π)

(1 + π)
=
i− π

1 + π

which could be approximated as

rep ≈ i− π

• The ex post real interest rate equals the nominal interest rate minus
the actual rate of inflation

• Hence, if the nominal interest rate is 3% and the actual rate of
inflation is 2%, the ex post real interest rate is 1%
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Parity Conditions and Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Fisher Hypothesis

• To calculate the lenders real rate of return (or real interest rate), re,
we could proceed as follows:

• As the inflation rate is uncertain at the time an investment is made
we take the expected value of both sides

re = Et[r
ep] = it − Et[πt+1]

• or

it = re + Et[πt+1] = re + πe

• where we define πe as expected inflation, Et[πt+1]

• The nominal interest rate is the sum of the expected real interest
rate and the expected rate of inflation

• Termed the Fisher equation
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Parity Conditions and Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Fisher Hypothesis

• If expected real interest rates are similar across countries, countries
with high expected inflation rates have high nominal interest rates

• Firms borrow money and invest in projects when the expected real
rate of return on the investment is greater than the real interest rate

• Fisher hypothesis is a reasonable approximation for thinking about a
long-run link between inflation and interest rates

• Comparison of average long-term government bond yields and
average inflation rates for 16 countries between 1990 and 2010
shows positive relationship

• Intercept on the vertical axis of 2.40% is a reasonable estimate of
the real interest rate

• Slope is insignificantly different from 1, so 1% increase in inflation is
associated with a 1% increase in bond yield
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Parity Conditions and Exchange Rate Forecasting
Average Long-Term Government Bond Yields and Inflation Rates
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Parity Conditions and Exchange Rate Forecasting
International Parity Conditions

• The CIRP, UIRP and PPP relationships, together with the Fisher
hypothesis, are sometimes termed the international parity conditions

• These calculations should be second nature to you by now
• Note that if the parity conditions all hold simultaneously, real interest

rates are equal across countries
• For example, if UIRP and PPP hold, the nominal interest rate

differential between countries reflects an expected inflation
differential

• By rearranging terms the real return is the same in each country
• This would simplify multinational business as the real cost of

borrowing would be equivalent
• And expected changes to exchange rates would be contained in the

forward rate
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Parity Conditions and Exchange Rate Forecasting
International Parity Conditions

• However, we know that with the exception of CIRP, the other
international parity conditions are best viewed as long-run
relationships

• In addition, returns in different currencies can have different
currency risk premiums

• Real returns across countries can also differ because of political
risks or the threat of capital controls

• Note that the best estimate for the slope in the previous graph is
1.45, so it is not necessarily a one-for-one tradeoff

• Multinational businesses can take advantage of these opportunities
to reduce costs of funds or to invest excess cash more profitably

• To do this successfully you need to forecast the exchange rate
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Currency Forecasting Techniques

• Parity conditions suggest the forward rate could be used as a
predictor

• If no forward market exists for a particular currency, nominal interest
rates and UIRP can be used to extract a market-based forecast

• Other forecasting techniques employ fundamental analysis or
technical analysis techniques

• These strategies may be grouped as follows:
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Currency Forecasting Techniques
Categories of Exchange Rate Forecasting Techniques
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Currency Forecasting Techniques
Fundamental Analysis

• Fundamental analysis uses formal economic models of exchange
rate determination

• Link exchange rates to macroeconomic fundamentals such as
money supply, inflation rates, productivity growth rates, and the
current account balance

• Rely on econometric techniques such as regression analysis
• Typically concerned with multi-year forecasts because the

fundamental economic forces operate over longer horizons
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Currency Forecasting Techniques
Technical Analysis

• Technical analysts usually rely on past exchange rate data
• Other financial data may also be incorporated
• Typically used for short-term forecasts
• Some technical analysts employ econometric techniques to discover

predictable patterns in exchange rates
• Note that there is a difference between traditional chartists and

statistical technical analysis
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Currency Forecasting Techniques
Technical Analysis

• Reasons for wanting to know about technical analysis:
• These techniques are used frequently by traders
• They use high quality (and sometimes frequency) data that is readily

available and is not subject to revision
• They do not rely on relationships that may produce biased results

(i.e. the forward rate may not be an unbiased predictor of the future
spot rate)

• These traders have the ability to move the market so we need to
understand how these movements arise
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Currency Forecasting Techniques
Evaluating Forecasts

• To measure the accuracy of the forecast we need to establish a loss
function

• Let St+h be the actual exchange rate at time t+ h, and let Ŝt+h|t be
the forecast conditional on information available at time t

• The closer Ŝt+h|t is to St+h, the more accurate the forecast, and the
smaller the forecast error:

et+h|t = St+h − Ŝt+h|t

• Usually calculate multiple errors over different forecast samples in
(recursive or rolling-window) out-of-sample forecasting exercise
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Currency Forecasting Techniques
Evaluating Forecasts

• The mean of the forecasting errors would indicate the bias and could
not be used to measure forecasting accuracy as negative and
positive values are negate eachother

• Given a sequence of P = T −R+ 1, h-step-ahead out-of-sample
forecast errors, where T is the total number of available
observations and R is the initial in-sample period

• Two popular summary measures are the mean absolute error (MAE)
and the root mean squared error (RMSE):

MAE ≡ 1

P

T∑
t=R

∣∣et+h|t
∣∣

RMSE ≡

√√√√ 1

P

T∑
t=R

[
et+h|t

]2
• Could compare the forecasts from different models or to the

estimates from forwards, etc.
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Currency Forecasting Techniques
Evaluating Forecasts

• Accuracy may not be the most relevant quality measure in some
cases:

• If the forecast suggests a long position in the forward market, and
the future exchange rate is indeed above the forward rate, the
forecast was on the right side of the forward rate and will be
profitable

• Conversely, if the forecast suggests a short position in the forward
market, and the future exchange rate is below the forward rate, the
forecast was not on the right side of the forward rate and will suffer a
loss

• To evaluate a forecasting record, the percentage of times the
forecaster was on the correct side of the forward rate seems to be a
natural indicator

• Alternatively you could consider the profitability of a forecast, which
would be superior when your losses are small if you are incorrect,
but when you are correct your gains are large
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Forecasting Performance of Fundamental Exchange Rate Models

• We know that exchange rates are likely to be influenced by interest
differentials, relative price levels, and inflation rates

• Interest rates and the current account are the most common
fundamental factors

• In what follows we consider the poor performance of fundamental
models

• This poor performance is not surprising from the perspective of the
asset market approach and equilibrium models

• Also consider an increasingly popular method to forecast exchange
rates over longer horizons, building on PPP
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Forecasting Performance of Fundamental Exchange Rate Models

• Meese & Rogoff (1983) analyse the forecasting power of
fundamental models of exchange rate determination

• Models link the current spot rate to relative money supplies, interest
differentials, relative industrial production, inflation differentials, and
the difference in cumulated trade balances

• Benchmarks include the random walk [Ŝt+h = St], the
unbiasedness hypothesis [Ŝt+h = Ft,h] and several statistical
models that link the current exchange rate to past exchange rates

• Found that the random walk model produced lower RMSE over short
and long horizons

• However, fundamental models still provide useful insights
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• The theory of uncovered interest rate parity suggests that the level
of the exchange is influenced by

St =
1 + i∗t
1 + it

Et[St+1]

• Hence, an increase in the domestic interest rate lowers St and the
domestic currency appreciates

• However, changes in interest rates also affect the expected values of
the future exchange rate
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• Furthermore, consider the continuously compounded form of
uncovered interest rate parity

log[St] = i∗t − it + Et

[
log[St+1]

]
• where the future exchange rate rate (which is influenced by current

and expected future interest rates) may affect the current exchange
rate
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• Asset market approach to exchange rate determination recognizes
that the exchange rate is the relative price of two currencies

• Notes that currencies are assets, which makes the exchange rate an
asset price

• Hence, exchange rates should fluctuate randomly and the value of
an exchange rate should be determined by people’s willingness to
hold the relative currency denominated assets

• These demands depend on the expectations of the future values of
these assets
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• According to the asset approach the price at which you can sell the
stock is

log[St] = (1− φ)fundt + φEt

[
log[St+1]

]
• where fundt is the generic name we use to indicate the value of

market fundamentals at time t
• The coefficient φ is a discount factor that is less than 1 but may be

very near 1
• Hence, exchange rate depends on current fundamentals and on

what people think it will be in the next period
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• If we iterate one-step forward to solve for log[St]

log[St] = (1− φ)fundt + φEt

[
(1− φ)fundt+1 + φEt+1

[
log[St+2]

]]
• Iterating this forward leads to,

log[St] = (1− φ)fundt + (1− φ)

∞∑
j=1

φjEt[fundt+j ]

• Hence, the current exchange rate reflects the current and expected
future fundamentals and all expected exchange rate changes

• A small change in current fundamentals may induce a large change
in the exchange rate if it also changes the expected value of future
fundamentals
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• Most popular asset market model is the monetary exchange rate
model

• Distinct demands for non-interest-bearing domestic and foreign
currencies (real money balances)

• Agents are only concerned with the real value of the nominal money
they are holding (where PPP is assumed to hold)

• Model implies that the domestic currency weakens if the domestic
money supply increases or if news suggests that the future domestic
money supply will increase (i.e. domestic inflation)

• Domestic currency also weakens if domestic real income falls or if
news suggests lower expected domestic real income growth

• Higher real income results in greater number of monetary
transactions and higher real monetary balances

• Predictions of the monetary model are quite reasonable at long
horizons
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• To derive more accurate short-term predictions we introduce sticky
prices and relax the assumption of PPP

• Important extension to monetary model assumes that nominal
prices of goods do not adjust immediately to an increase in the
money supply or to other economic shocks

• Gives rise to short-run volatility in nominal and real exchange rates
that is observed in the data
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• Consider a permanent increase in the money supply:
• Causes a depreciation of the domestic currency by the same

percentage in the long-run
• If short run asset prices are flexible then asset markets will remain in

equilibrium
• With sticky-prices we see an increase in the supply of real balances
• An increase in money supply causes domestic interest rates to fall and

domestic currency would depreciate by a large margin
• As prices start to rise the exchange rate appreciates to a new

equilibrium level
• But in the long run the domestic currency will be weaker than it was

before the increase in the money supply
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• Engel & West (2005) note that the ability of the random walk model
to outperform fundamental models is not surprising

• Consider the expression

log[St] = (1− φ)fundt + φEt

[
log[St+1]

]
• such that when φ = 1, we have the random walk
log[St] = Et

[
log(St+1)

]
• Indeed they argue that in most instances φ ∼ 1

• Only in the long-run (3-4 years) do fundamental models have
predictive power
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Asset Market Approach to Exchange Rate Determination

• Several authors have used high-frequency data on exchange rates
and macroeconomic announcements to investigate how exchange
rates react to macroeconomic news

• If there is news about money supply or real income and it does not
change the exchange rate in the required direction, it provides
strong evidence against the fundamental models

• Studies show that the dollar appreciates relative to positive news
about U.S. real income

• Currency markets also prove efficient in that the news is
incorporated into prices quickly (typically in less than 15 minutes)

• However, the studies reveal a strange reaction to news about
inflation and increases in money supply
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Real Exchange Rate, the Real Interest Rate Differential, and the Current Account

• It has been suggested that high real interest rates go hand in hand
with “strong” real exchange rates

• This relationship is implied by a real version of uncovered interest
rate parity and “mean-reverting” real exchange rates

• Also suggested that a current account deficit should put downward
pressure on the exchange rate (could be true for ZAR but not US)
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Real Exchange Rate, the Real Interest Rate Differential, and the Current Account

• To see how the real exchange rate is related to the difference in the
real interest rates, convert uncovered interest rate parity to a
relationship between real interest rates and expected real rates of
depreciation

• Subtract the expected inflation differential between the home and
foreign countries, Et[πt+1 − π∗t+1] from both sides of the uncovered
interest rate parity expression:

it − Et[πt+1]−
(
i∗t − Et[π

∗
t+1]

)
. . .

= Et

[
log[St+1]

]
− log[St]− Et

[
πt+1 − π∗t+1

]
• From the definitions of the real interest rate and of the rate of

change of the real exchange rate

ret − re∗t = Et

[
log[RSt+1]− log[RSt]

]
• where ret is the domestic real interest rate and RSt is the real

exchange rate
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Real Exchange Rate, the Real Interest Rate Differential, and the Current Account

• Suggests that when the foreign real interest rate is greater than the
domestic real interest rate, the right-hand side is negative and the
domestic currency is expected to appreciate in real terms

• To link the expected real interest rate differential to the level of the
real exchange rate we need to consider the idea of mean reversion

• Mean-reverting process is always expected to move back toward its
unconditional mean, which is denoted RS

• The idea of mean reversion implies that when the exchange rate is
above the mean

Et

[
log[RSt+1]− log[RSt]

]
= κ

[
log(RSt)−RS

]
where κ is a negative number

• When combined with the previous expression:

ret − re∗t = κ
[
log[RSt]−RS

]
• Hence when the real exchange rate is above its long-run equilibrium

the real interest rate in the home country is smaller than the real
interest rate in the foreign country
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Real Exchange Rate, the Real Interest Rate Differential, and the Current Account

• Researchers have found the relationship between the real value of
the dollar and the real interest rate differential is weak

• In the U.S. between 1992 and 2010 we note that these measures
deviate for protracted periods

• Solid line represents CPI adjusted weighted real exchange rate of the
dollar relative to 15 major currencies

• Dotted line represents the weighted U.S. real interest rate differential

• The correlation between the two time series is 0.70
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
The Real Exchange Rate and the Real Interest Differential
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Real Exchange Rate, the Real Interest Rate Differential, and the Current Account

• We now consider the role of the current account of the balance of
payments

• Balance of payments is an identity where the current account is
equal to the financial (capital) account

• Real exchange rate adjusts to ensure that this identity balances
• Hence, economic shocks to the balance of payments affect the real

exchange rate
• Shocks may arise from the real side of the balance of payments

(trade balance) or the financial side (capital account)
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Real Exchange Rate, the Real Interest Rate Differential, and the Current Account

• When currencies strengthen in real terms, foreign goods become
less expensive than domestic goods

• Real appreciation is typically associated with a deterioration of the
trade balance

• Real depreciation of a country’s currency makes it more competitive
and exports typically increase

• Hence, the current account is related negatively to the country’s real
exchange rate through the trade balance
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Real Exchange Rate, the Real Interest Rate Differential, and the Current Account

• Real exchange rate also influences the financial (capital) account,
which measures changes in a country’s net foreign assets

• When income exceeds its expenditure, or savings exceed
investment, the country builds up net foreign assets

• This requires a capital account deficit and a current account surplus
• Note that higher real interest rates increase savings and decrease

real investment
• Higher real interest rates are also associated with temporarily strong

real exchange rates so that the currency can be expected to
depreciate over time
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
Real Exchange Rate, the Real Interest Rate Differential, and the Current Account

• The current account and the real exchange rate are determined in a
complex equilibrium

• Real appreciation of the home currency causes imports to rise
relative to exports, which lowers the current account surplus

• Real appreciation of the home currency is associated with an
expected real depreciation and thus with a higher real interest rate at
home than abroad

• The increase in the real interest rate decreases investment and
increases saving, which creates a larger current account surplus

• Hence, the opposing forces of the real exchange rate on the current
account through the goods and savings and investment channels
lead to an equilibrium real exchange rate and an equilibrium current
account balance
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Fundamental Exchange Rate Forecasting
PPP-Based Forecasts

• PPP-based models are currently the most popular fundamental
exchange rate models

• Usually incorporate adjustments for aspects such as productivity
trends

• Jorda & Taylor (2009) claim that using fundamental information in
this way is helpful in reducing the tail risks

• Clements & Lan (2010) find that PPP deviations have forecasting
power for nominal exchange rates at medium to long horizons when
using the Big Mac index

• Wu & Hu (2009) also find evidence that a PPP model adjusted for
the Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson effect beats the random walk model
in out-of-sample forecasts over medium and long horizons
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Technical Analysis
Pure Technical Analysis: Chartism

• Chartists graphically record the actual trading history of an
exchange rate and then try to infer possible future trends based on
that information alone

• Support level is the price that a currency has trouble falling below
• Resistance level is the price that a currency has trouble rising above

• These define the trading range over various terms
• When a trading range is broken, a sudden rise or fall in prices is

expected - called a breakout
• Well-known pattern includes the “head and shoulders”, which

indicates a pending fall in the exchange rate once “the neckline is
pierced”

• Chartists do not believe in efficient financial markets but in markets
that are driven by factors that induce prolonged trends of rising or
falling prices that are predictable
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Technical Analysis
Pure Technical Analysis: Chartism

• If exchange rates follow random walks, potentially profitable trading
strategies do still arise

• Random walk suggest the best estimate of the future exchange rate
is the current value

• For example, when the forward rate does not equal the current spot
rate, the forward rate would also not be expected to be equal to the
expected future spot rate

• In this case, if the euro is at a discount relative to the dollar
(Ft < St), and if the $/e exchange rate follows a random walk, you
may profit from buying euros forward

• This is true, because the future exchange rate at which you expect
to sell euros for dollars in the future is higher than the forward rate at
which you can buy future euros with dollars today

• Random walk behaviour of exchange rates is consistent with the
regression evidence regarding the unbiasedness hypothesis

• It suggests that investing in a currency trading strategy at a forward
discount is profitable
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Technical Analysis
Pure Technical Analysis: Chartism

• The recommendations of chartists are very subjective
• It is usually possible for the eye to pick up predictable patterns that

are simply not there
• Also difficult to statistically analyse the predictions chartists make to

perform proper evaluation
• Chang & Osler (1999) found that trading on the head-and-shoulders

patterns is profitable, but potential profitability is dominated by
simpler trading rules
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Technical Analysis
Exchange Rate Patterns Described by Chartists
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Technical Analysis
Filter Rules

• Filter rules are popular methods for detecting trends in exchange
rates

• Use past history of an asset price to provide signals to an investor
• From the perspective of a dollar based investor:

• An x% rule states that you should purchase foreign currency after it
has appreciated relative to the dollar by x% above its most recent
trough

• Similarly, you should sell foreign currency whenever it falls x% below
its most recent peak

• A moving-average crossover rule uses averages over a short period
and over a long period

• Investor purchases (sells) in the foreign currency when the short-term
moving average crosses the long-term moving average from below
(above)
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Technical Analysis
Filter Rules

• Early studies found that technical trading rules generated statistically
significant profits, which were unlikely to be generated by chance

• Newer work shows that the era of easy profits from trend-following is
over

• However, it is also suggested that for emerging market currencies,
such as the Brazilian real, South African rand, and Russian ruble,
simple moving-average rules do generate significant profits
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Technical Analysis
Regression Analysis & Non-Linear Models

• Evidence against the unbiasedness hypothesis suggests that
interest rate differentials may contain information about future
exchange rates

• Regression uses future returns on forward market positions [fmrt]
as the dependent variable, while the forward premium [fpt] and
other variables are independent variables

• If the expected return is positive (negative), the investor purchases
(sells) the foreign currency

• Using a natural selection process to filter rules that are applied to
past data to breed the best model may provide profitable returns
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Technical Analysis
Evaluating Forecasting Services

• Pojarliev & Levich (2008) study the returns earned by currency
managers reporting to the Barclay Currency Traders Index

• Average excess return earned over 34 different managers between
2001 and 2006 is 5.45%, and the average annual Sharpe ratio is
0.47

• However, only 8 of the 34 managers significantly outperform a
combination of benchmark indices that describe their investment
style
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Conclusion

• Currency forecasts are required for a number of financial tasks
• When all the international parity conditions hold, currency

forecasting models have little value
• Forward rate is the best predictor of the future spot rate
• Real interest rates are equivalent in different countries

• However, empirical evidence rejects the notion of equality in the real
interest rates across countries

• Two main forecasting approaches rely on fundamental analysis and
technical analysis

• To evaluate the predictive accuracy of a forecast one could use:
• The MAE or RMSE
• The percentage of correct signals relative to the forward rate
• The measurement of trading profits
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Conclusion

• Asset market approach treats the exchange rate as an asset price
• Current price depends on value of current and future fundamentals
• Two of the most frequently mentioned determinants of exchange

rates are real interest rate differentials and current-account
balances, which are simultaneously determined

• Complexity of the relationships that determine the current account
and the exchange rate may explain why fundamental exchange rate
models perform poorly
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Conclusion

• Chartists consider the trading history of an exchange rate and look
for possible trends

• Filter rules, which include the x% and moving average rules, are
designed to detect particular behaviour in exchange rates

• Although early empirical studies found strong trends in exchange
rates, recent work suggests this behaviour is no longer present

• More sophisticated technical analysis use complex regressions and
other econometric techniques to link exchange rates to financial data

• The evidence on the success of these strategies is limited
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